There are
Devils That
Make False
Bible
Mistranslations
Only To
Deceive You
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The prophecy of John the Revelator
17:3b the Great Whore (Church) Is
Riding On The Beast or her Religion
and in the Belly of her Beast Is fed
Full of Names of Blasphemy. The
excrement coming out of the belly of
the beast will create more church
whores or more church daughters.
Note, it is the -Beast [RELIGION] of the Great
whore that is -full of names of Blashpemy.
The Name of the Beast is “Dogma” or
instructions that makes the claim to be
from God.
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Rev 18:4 My People, Come forth out of her, that you have no
fellowship with her sins, and that you receive not of her plagues:
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Is Your Most Popular Bible Mistranslated By Devils.
Are you certain it was not the devil that mistranslated your most trusted
Bible. Know the religion of your Bible translators. You think that it
would be impossible that your most popular Bible is purposely
mistranslated to stop you from going to heaven. Maybe you think you
do not need truth from your most popular Bible translators or that you
do not need truth to go to heaven?
Does you Bible translators believe that they can translates lies into
your most popular Bible translated records and do they believe that you
can be saved by their mistranslated lies? My friend this is not a trick
question. I am very serious, and I know for certain in what I am asking
you. I know for certain all, yes all the most popular Bibles are
mistranslated and riddled with names of blasphemy inveted by the
Catholic church and translated into all the most popular English
trasnlated Bibles.
The question is how muh to you care if you have truth or not? How
must effort will you put forth to learn truth about true Bible time?
I warn you if you have one of the most popular Bible translations you
have a Bible that is mistranslated by the devils made only to deceive you
with names of blasphemy (see Rev. 17:2b).
At the beginning of the new day is understood to be dusk of the
Evening. Most popular Bible translators follow the false teaching of the
Catholic Church and they not once ever translate Christ to keep his
solar day starting at dusk of the evening.
Acts 13: {2:29} Brethren, I may say unto you freely of the patriarch
David, that he both died and was buried, and his tomb is with us unto
this day. {2:30} Being therefore a prophet, and knowing that God had
sworn with an oath to him, that of the fruit of his loins he would set
[one] upon his throne; {2:31} he foreseeing [this] spoke of the
resurrection of the Christ, that neither was he left unto Hell, nor did his
flesh see corruption. {2:32} This Y’ehsus did God raise up, where we
all are witnesses. {2:33} Being therefore by the right hand of God
exalted, and having received of the Father the promise of the Holy
Spirit, he has poured forth this, which you see and hear. {2:34} For
David ascended not into the heavens: but he said himself, The Lord said
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unto my Lord, Sit you on my right hand, {2:35} Till I make your
enemies the footstool of your feet.
John 20:1 “cometh Maria Magdalene, when it was early yet it was
dark, unto the sepulcher. Maria Magdalene comes to the Tomb at
“early dark” or at dusk of the evening on the solar day Mia. See The
Greek Septuagint or Old Testament of the Jews who wrote our New
Testament the first day of creation is named Mia. The first day of
creation is he Greek Mia. Stay with me. Be very careful to note the first
day of creation is not a Solar day of God, because to have a solar day
(Sunday) you must first have a “sun” to make a Sunday. On the first day
of creation of this day Mia there was no sun yet created. When the sun
was created God never named his day “the first day of the week” which
is an artificial measure (Requires that you have a clock to measure) from
two revolutions of the earth upon it axis to get one solar day Sunday.

Notice how the translators try to fool and try and make you think God
is using the artificial measure (clock) time keeping. The following is the
false King James Bible Translation.
Mark 1:35 And <2532> in the morning <4404>, rising up <450>
(5631) a great while <3029> before day <1773>, he went out <1831>
(5627), and <2532> departed <565> (5627) into <1519> a solitary
<2048> place <5117>, and there <2546> prayed <4336> (5711).
Now notice the Correct translation Mark 1:35 And <2532> early
<4404-proie>, rising up <450 an-is’-tay-mee > (5631) a great while
<3029 λιαν lian lee ¬”8“„—-an>the

night, (nocturnal)<1773>
<1831 εξερχομαι exerchomai ex-er ¬”8“„—-khom-ahee

>
(5627), and <2532> departed <565> (5627) into <1519> a solitary
<2048> place <5117>, and there <2546> prayed <4336> (5711).
This record is saying Y’ehsus the Christ is rising up early in the night to
go and pray as he usually does in the beginning of the solar day at night.
Mark 1:35 And very early by the oncoming night having risen up he
departed, and went forth into a desolate place, and there prayed.
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Mat 14: 23After He had sent the crowds away, (A)He went up on the
mountain by Himself to pray; and when it was evening (at dusk), He
was there alone.
Luke 5:16
But Jesus Himself would often slip away to the wilderness and
(A)
pray.
Not notice this horrendous mistranslation of Bible Time.
The record says (Act 13:44) all the city is gathered at the Greek
“Ericomino” or “the oncoming” Sabbaton (“Sabbaton” is Plural of solar
Sevens). this gathering is “between Sabbaton” and is impossible to be
translated correctly as “the next” or the on coming Sabbath day.
Acts 13:42, The Gentiles ask Paul and Barnabas to preach to them, at
the time of “Metaxu Sabbaton” or the Jewish idiom of “The Sabbaton
Between.” The “Sabbaton Between” is a gathering at dusk at the end of
the Sabbath day (the end of our modern Daylight of Saturday), This
would be a gathering that parallels precisely the gathering in Troas
(Saturday night) see Acts 20: 7. This gathering in Troas is at the
resurrection moment on the day Mia before midnight or a gathering of
Disciple at the resurrection moment of the Christ at dusk on the solar
day “Mia”. The solar day “Mia” (day One) is measured with only one
revolution of the earth upon it’s axis or only one whole dark period
starting with the dusk of the evening.
All the Bible solar days of God are measured with only one revolution
of the earth upon it’s axis. All Bible Solar days are measured starting
from the dusk of the evening. If you know truth of the resurrection
moment of the Christ, then you know when the Gentiles are asking Paul
and Barabbas come preach that to us at “Metaxu Sabbaton,” is saying
Paul and Barnabas, will you preach that same lesson to us at the exact
resurrection moment of the Christ. “Metaxy Sabbaton” (Between
Sabbaton) “at Dusk, Between two seven day solar cycles (The End of
the Sabbath day), preach to us what you have preached to the Jews in
their synagogue on the Sabbath day.
Now notice if you mistranslate Christ to resurrect on the day of the sun
god or Sunday then your Sunday begins at -midnight. To translate this
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record to be a time (“Between weeks”) would be asking Paul and
Barnabas to gather and preach this same less to the gentiles at midnight
which would be ridiculous. They would be asking Paul and Barnabas
to preach this same sermon to us at midnight (between weeks). In the
entire Bible, Our God did not have any artificial measure of days that
start to be measured with a clock from midnight. The artificial measure
of the ancient pagan solar day of Sunday, must be artificially measures
from two revolutions of the Earth upon it axis and the pagan day of
Sunday requires to be measured with two complete opposites or
separate dark periods.
When any false tradition is mistranslated into the Bible records, for
certain there will always be a shyster who can appear to manipulate the
false translated Bible record to make the false Bible translation fit. this is
exactly what the German Grimm did when he makes the false claim that
he has discovered the Greek Metaxu can be translated as “Next.”
One of the highly regarded Greek linguist tells me to translate the Greek
word “Metaxu” as “Next” is a false Bible translation.
Mat 12:38-40 When Christ gives his prophecy of being in the heart
of the earth for thee days and three nights. We have men who reject
true Bible translations of true Bible time and they teach the lie that
Christ was crucified on the day of the prostitute (Friday and placed in
the tomb Friday night at the Greek epiphosko at dark) and resurrected
at sunrise on the pagan Sunday Morning and this will put Christ in the
heart of the earth for three days and three night which false teaching is
completely ridiculous. Christ did not resurrect on any part of any
Sunday because the God of the Bible does not have a solar day with
the name of blasphemy “Sunday.”
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